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Non-Splintered City

Linking the gateway corridor development from Beijing to Tianjin with surrounded local
rural reality development by taking the infrastructure not a cause of unbalance but an
opportunity for all possible social groups to reinforce the existed social and spatial
fragmentation : urban infrastructure network as a vivid social interests
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Empirical framwork

Tianjin is one of the top4 national cities in China, and the fastest economic growing municipality. In
1996, based on the national economic strategy, Tianjin strengthen its steps to develop the second core
of the city that called Binhai New Area which owns the biggest harbour in northern China.
The issue of the networked infrastructures leaded development was already a major model in China.
How to integrate the infrastructure construction and the local rural reality is an inevitable problem in
the fast urbanization process.
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The problems concerned about network links can be defined in three interrelate
aspects: infrastructure, land use, and landscape.
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Approach

There is a "big mismatch" between the governmental
regional master plan and the local reality dynamic.
The current master plan does not recognize the
existing dynamic in the in-between area, spatially
or functionally. The governmental plan is mainly
structured by the individual concrete new projects
not considering the current inhabitant and informal
related settlements below the existing element and
the new programs, that are also the reason which
cause fragmentation.

Establish a spatial and functional link, between the governmental master plan and the local development new programs
with existing settlement and its landscape. This is ordered to critical insistent the global city model and the existing
potentiality of settlement and landscape instead of neglecting.

Reality

Network city: providing more high quality hard infrastructures in local scale to integrate the local network with the
planned regional network; Provide public transportation in local scale as the bus lines, and integrate the metro system
as a part of everyday life for the local rural reality; Encourage cycling and pedestrian streets; as the improvement of the
mobility, the possibility of regional cooperation would also be improved.
Corridor development: using the green belt not only the boundary between infrastructure and urban clusters, but
also attractive locations for human activities, which also create a potentiality to use the landscape system as a tool to
integrate socially and spatially fragmentation.
Node development: using the node for a decentralized future perspective; the secondary settlements will not only be
supported by the two cores, but also independently serve each other.

Research question

Main Research question: How to functionally &
spatially integrate the in-between area as a part of
the two cores network
Sub Research question: 1.How to get benefit from
the highly developed national infrastructure; 2.How
to integrate the environment system with the fasten
urbanization process; 3.How to balance the local
economic viability and the large investment; 4.How
to integrate the traditional rural life in a fasting
changing social network.
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Strategic positioning
We are planning nodes of different scales. The metropolitan
node will consolidate the new high technology industry
center in the northern part. The culture center will start
from local level and gradually turn into a metropolitan one
which could meet the demand for cultural and recreational
activities.
These local nodes lay great emphasis on the importance of
the equal access to education and public facilities. I aim to
improve the life quality as well as the environmental quality.
Create nodes of different themes
These themes are determined not only by the original
identities but also the quality of surrounding spaces.
Different themes work together to bring diversity to this
area. The new themes are mainly education, culture,
high tech agriculture and art. These nodes provide job
opportunities and create potential markets.
Development of supplementary functions
As the reaction, functions like dwellings, commercial
facilities, sports facilities will appear around these big nodes
which have been developed in governmental plan.
Improve the connections
We use the public space system as the connection between
different nodes. These connections include pedestrian route
and bicycle tour. A series of parks, squares, playgrounds and
commercial spots will appear in these routes.
Complete the boat tour along the river
Finally, we are planning to input the scenic boat tour spots
and waterfront leisure belt to complete the river side
investment. The river and the various functions will become
the backbone of the whole area.
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